
FADE IN (cont.): (STILL)EXT. APPROX. REMOTE AREA OF the Appropriated Narrative Demand College* Medium’s 

Re(-)creati-onal/ve PLAYING FIELD 

 

Flickering shapes and shadows. COACH ASTERISK steps back from the scene “(),” (un-resists embedment like 

orthoptera in sky-colored amber) absent inside the sounds  

of deep HEAVY BREATHING (V.O.).  

 

C. * 

(re: set-back & circulation) 

Your out*(2) 

[] 

CUT to comparative V. of C. (“C. 2”) arching climaxically(omits the first name, last name, and [ also ] surname)  
“_______,” I*d actually prefer-(automatically corrects) 

 

C (not 2: 

(Jots down typographic consistencies) 

your slitherings like mercury out there. drop (down) and pick up “what it was that you did 

horribly (out there)!” 

 

FLASH(BACK) (C.2): FADE TO yellowed white (chronologically or productively caused). The(boarded-up) CAM.(/C) at 

the end of the hallway strobes a flash (w/ fearfulness [ w/out batteries ] ), while same light reflected on 
referential hood of a car (as played [ posthumously ] by the fetishized ghost of M. BARNY [ as the actively blurred 
out ornament ]  et. al.) as a duo-dynamically conceptual and remedial surface: 
 

COACH (V.o. RE: UNKNOWN [ to C.* but also wdk ]  VOICE embodied by PROSTHESES): 
Desperation. I was just trying to get something going (holds back a future designated number 

of tears). I was just really proud of the raw bringing-into-focus ferocious P.O.N.R. and now 

knowing it was all inconsistently loose-knit. I don't know.(“em”)  

 

UNKNOWN ORNAMENT VOICE(mistaken for hood ornament by the camera’s possessive vitality): 

(inaudible and/or a perfect “re:”) 

 

C.: 

I’m gonna document that stuff once I cool down, have a glass of wine strikethrough 
salivations from etchings into ancient wizard bones at the plain, and look at the recording.  

 

FADE INTO an invisible green(ery). SCENE, theatre, assassinations, blindness,corn, seemingly random associations, 

etc.. PSYCHEDELIC JUNCTURE (pt. 2). dramaturgy her(e [ a. 4 ] )on propelled for (4)and/or by the unattainability of 
the relieved sigh of finality that doesn't follow the question along the lines of “what compelled you in this 

unity to change?” 

FLESH FLAPPING accompaniment (w/ a pause  

 

as a page remains unturned) 

 

SOLILOQUIST (as C. according to oral sketch for rolling credits): 

(sounds of adding machine/ ( sounds of add  [ ... ] ) 
 

Jumps to conclusions left parenthesis machine right parenthesis 

and like a rash 

(cut [ s ] : dissipates into self-quote from APPROX. REMOTE AREA) 
 

C. 's lips meet(for the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th time)the Referee Whistle (there is also a symmetrically chrome-plated 

pee, not from the fabric background that leaves early traces on the ability to preserve neutrality as 

common-ground [ and/or floor ]  surface in regards to [ the ] Auto-Correction Collage [ A.C.C. ] , nor as demonstrative 
visual treatment for the liquidity of [ would-be ] characteristic characters, which [ all ]  in every 
6”as”/”/”liberated "b"-movement-from-originatory-diaphragmatic-forward-squeezed-by-the-gate-in-the- 

[ graeco-roman ] face-as-a-mouth-as a- [ w ] hole domestication carries an unrelated alteration)which rustles and 
exercises inside the hollow (c. now as the mother of pearl; the mother of "b" turned "p" [ 6, p. 6 ] ; the mother of 
“p,” plating orb [ s ]  toward disintegration plus loss of the unpaid dog as loss due to (a) lack of contact w/ the 
skin (the loss of a kiss is a loss of a sound is a kiss of the dead is a) 

(Grunts [ melodic signature, sounded tablature ]) 
(to P) 

Drop down and give me an important meeting with the green-screened grass right through the 

pixelated problem areas with very few exceptions! 

 

C2 SHOT OF C. stained permanently. The emotively-charged theatricality of the sequence replaced by a vitamin. 

C. V (no. 5)O 

The earlier tears as sweat and characteristic liquidity uncountably stained on a special 

mirror. This is a type of (d)raft 

 

FADE OUT. EXT. RAINING (MACRO: [ t ] he creamy MASTER testicles [ 2 ]  as referentially ancestral line-exercise)  
 

*narrowly disfigured as command e.r v (5 
4.the retrieved melting echoes are pitched frequencies and 

not actual sounds of a moving bird masked as a droning 

apparition above the lake)  
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